Genetic Rounds: A Doctors Encounters in the Field that Revolutionized Medicine

Renowned pediatrician and author Dr. Robert Marion, whose bestselling book The Intern
Blues is revered by doctors of all ages, offers a powerful and moving account of his
experiences in modern genetics. His gripping stories illuminate a cutting-edge field of
impossible moral complexities and incredible scientific breakthroughs that draw him deep into
the lives of his patients and their families when they need him the most.Genetics is a specialty
of secrets. After thirty years as a pediatric geneticist in New York City, Dr. Robert Marion
knows things about his patients that their friends, their families, and even they themselves do
not. Having access to this kind of inside information is at once a terrific honor and a terrible
burden. It requires Dr. Marion to play detective, philosopher, physician, and friend, sometimes
all over the course of a single visit.In Genetic Rounds, he tells the surprising true stories of
daily life as a clinical geneticist. From the girl whose bones break at the lightest touch to the
boy who is unable to sweat, Dr. Marion imparts the life-long lessons he has learned from his
most incredible cases. He walks us through perplexing medical puzzles that have sharpened
his wit and transformed him into a Sherlock Holmes in his field. He shares ingenious practical
insights that have changed his patientsâ€™ lives. And he delves into the moral quandaries
through which his patients in turn have changed his life: Should he wait until after Christmas
to break bad news to a frightened family? Should he tell a close friend that his daughter may
have a life-threatening, previously undiagnosed disease? And, most importantly, how can he
persevere in a specialty that deals with so much heartbreak?The first book of its kind, Genetic
Rounds is the story of a remarkable doctor in a field unlike any other. With unforgettable
candor and compassion, Dr. Marion not only explores the human side of medicine: he shows
what medicine can teach us about being human.â€œGenetic Rounds is part medical detective
story, part scientific tour de force, and part highly personal and emotional story of a doctor and
the children and families who have shaped his career and his life in this fascinating field.â€•
â€”Perri Klass, MD, author of Treatment Kind and Fair: Letters to a Young DoctorFrom
Genetic Roundsâ€œIâ€™ve learned that in medicine, virtually anything is possible, that no
matter how difficult or unlikely a situation might be, with hard work, perseverance,
persistence, and the ability to work with people who are brilliant and creative, miracles can
happen.â€•Praise for The Intern BluesÂ â€œA candid . . . gripping account.â€• â€”The New
York Times Book Reviewâ€œA thought-provoking study of real human
beings.â€•Â â€”Booklistâ€œAn important book for anyone contemplating the long, arduous
task of becoming a doctor.â€• â€”Library JournalPraise for Learning to Play Godâ€œClear,
immediate and moving . . . provides as good a feel for the texture of medical training as any
Ive read.â€• â€”The New York Times Book Review
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